A smartphone-based chloridometer for point-of-care diagnostics of cystic fibrosis.
Chloride in sweat is an important diagnostic marker for cystic fibrosis (CF), but the implementation of point-of-care systems for diagnosis is hindered by the prohibitive costs of existing chloride sensors. To enable low cost diagnostic solutions, we recently established a citrate-derived synthesis platform for the development of new fluorescence sensors with high selectivity for chloride. As a next step, we herein designed a smartphone operated chloridometer that optimizes the analytical performance of the citrate-derived sensor materials for the detection of chloride in sweat. The sensor material demonstrated a wide linear range of 0.8-200mM chloride and a diffusion-limited response time; sweat chloride levels corresponded to measurable changes in fluorescence emission that was captured by a smartphone. Clinical validation was performed with sweat from individuals with and without CF, demonstrating convenient sweat diagnostics with reliable detection of cystic fibrosis. To our knowledge, this is the first clinical study of a smartphone-based chloride sensor, paving the way for point-of-care diagnostic systems for CF.